Within the resistive magnetohydrodynamic model, high-Lundquist number reconnection layers are unstable to the plasmoid instability, leading to a turbulent evolution where the reconnection rate can be independent of the underlying resistivity. However, the physical relevance of these results remains questionable for many applications. First, the reconnection electric field is often well above the runaway limit, implying that collisional resistivity is invalid. Furthermore, both theory and simulations suggest that plasmoid formation may rapidly induce a transition to kinetic scales, due to the formation of thin current sheets. Here, this problem is studied for the first time using a first-principles kinetic simulation with a Fokker-Planck collision operator in 3D. The low-β reconnecting current layer thins rapidly due to Joule heating before onset of the oblique plasmoid instability. Linear growth rates for standard (k y = 0) tearing modes agree with semi-collisional boundary layer theory, but the angular spectrum of oblique (|k y | > 0) modes is significantly narrower than predicted. In the non-linear regime, flux-ropes formed by the instability undergo complex interactions as they are advected and rotated by the reconnection outflow jets, leading to a turbulent state with stochastic magnetic field. In a manner similar to previous 2D results, super-Dreicer fields induce a transition to kinetic reconnection in thin current layers that form between flux-ropes. These results may be testable within new laboratory experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic reconnection is the change in topology of magnetic field-lines in a highly-conducting plasma. The reconnection associated release of stored magnetic energy into plasma kinetic energy is thought to be important in solar flares 1,2 , planetary magnetospheres 3, 4 , and other astrophysical phenomena. In the laboratory, reconnection is usually associated with sawteeth that can lead to the fast collapse of core pressure profiles [5] [6] [7] , but it can also be utilized during tokamak start-up to obtain desired magnetohydrodynamic equilibrium states 8, 9 . In these different plasma environments, the regimes of reconnection can vary, depending on the plasma size, collisionality, and the magnetic field configuration. Recent efforts [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] have sought to classify the different regimes of reconnecting current sheets using a phase diagram in S − λ space, for Lundquist number S ≡ µ 0 v A L CS /η and normalized system-size λ ≡ L/δ i . Here, v A is the Alfvén velocity defined with the upstream (reconnecting) magnetic field, L CS = L/2 is the current sheet halflength for a system of size L, η is the Spitzer resistivity, and δ i is the relevant ion kinetic scale. In a low-β plasma, with β the ratio of thermal to magnetic pressures, δ i ≡ ρ s = (T i + T e )m i /(q i B) is the ion-sound radius defined with the ion/electron temperatures T i/e , the magnetic field strength B = |B|, and the ion charge q i and mass m i . Figure 1 shows an example phase-diagram that is similar to the one proposed in Ref. [10] . Here, the value of S c ∼ 10 4 is assumed to be the critical threshold at which a collisional Sweet-Parker current layer breaks a) Electronic mail: stanier@lanl.gov up due to the plasmoid instability in MHD, although this can depend in practice on the background fluctuation level in the system 18, 19 .
A long standing problem in reconnection theory has been a viable explanation for the fast (S-independent) reconnection rates in solar flares. The initially promising Petschek model 20 invoked a microscopic value for the current sheet length, L CS L, with the primary energy conversion occuring at pairs of slow-mode shocks that bound the reconnection exhaust. However, an ad-hoc localized resistivity enhancement is necessary to access the solution within resistive-MHD 21, 22 , and it has not yet been validated with either first-principles numerical simulations or laboratory experiments (unlike the SweetParker solution 23, 24 with L CS ∼ L). An alternative idea invokes kinetic scales, following the now well established result from simulations 25 and experiments 26, 27 that reconnection becomes fast when the Sweet-Parker current sheet thickness δ SP = S −1/2 L CS falls below the ion kinetic scale δ i . This transition was historically considered using laminar Sweet-Parker layers, e.g. Ref. [28] , for which the threshold is the black line in Fig. 1 . However, the Lundquist number in the corona 10 S ∼ 10 13 is vastly above S c , and it is now widely recognised that current sheets will become unstable to the plasmoid instability before the laminar SweetParker layers have time to form [17] [18] [19] 29, 30 . Studies [31] [32] [33] [34] have found that plasmoid-dominated reconnection can be fast in the "Multi X-line collisional" regime of Fig. 1 , which can be modelled with resistive MHD simulations without invoking kinetic scales. However, the applicability of these results to solar flares remains uncertain for several reasons. Firstly, the onset of the plasmoid instability may lead to kinetic scale reconnection more readily than by the thinning of a laminar Sweet-Parker layer. This idea was first suggested by Ref. [35] who proposed that the plasmoid formation will lead to the formation of new secondary current sheets, which are also unstable to plasmoid formation. Applied recursively, this suggests a hierarchy of sheets and islands, which can form a cascade down to the ion kinetic scales where collisionless reconnection is triggered. This basic scenario has been confirmed in 2D using both Hall-MHD 36, 37 , as well as fully kinetic simulations 24, 38 , which give the theoretical basis for the blue line in Fig. 1 . Within 3D reconnection layers, plasmoids are potentially unstable over a broader range of angles, and lead to the formation of flux ropes with considerably more freedom to interact. Large-scale 3D MHD simulations [39] [40] [41] [42] indicate that the reconnection layer becomes turbulent. While new thin current sheets are still produced, it is less clear how to estimate if this 3D dynamics leads to kinetic scale reconnection.
Secondly, it is expected that the electric fields associated with solar flare reconnection should significantly exceed 10,43 the critical Dreicer
1/2 ν ei /e, at which fluid models break down 38, 45 . These super-Dreicer electric fields may play a role in the generation of non-thermal distributions of particles that are often observed during solar flares 46, 47 . The Facility for Laboratory Reconnection Experiments (FLARE 48 ) has been designed to tackle these questions, amongst others. The maximum S = 10 4 − 10 5 and λ = 10 2 − 10 3 accessible are small compared with solar flare values, but should be large enough to study the phase transitions between the different reconnection regimes shown in Fig. 1 . These more modest values are also becoming accessible for direct numerical simulation using first principles kinetic modelling, including the effects of Coulomb collisions 24, 38, 45 . In particular, Refs. [24 and 38] have studied these phase-transitions with 2D simulations using the Harris sheet equilibrium in the β ≈ 1 regime. At these lower values of S, the Sweet-Parker layer is able to form initially (in contrast to coronal values) but thins due to Joule heating along with a temperature dependent resistivity. For small systems, reconnection transitions to the kinetic regime in laminar layers as δ SP thins below δ i , but for larger layers this transition is triggered earlier by the onset of the plasmoid instability (as indicated by the blue line in Fig. 1 ).
In the present paper, this transition is considered in 3D for an initially force-free current sheet in the low-β regime, using a first-principles kinetic simulation with a Fokker-Planck collision operator. The low-β regime is relevant for solar flares and magnetic reconnection experiments in FLARE. Compared with the β ≈ 1 results of Ref. [38] , the low-β current layer is found to thin much more rapidly from its initial thickness due to Joule heating and reach a significant Lundquist number S ∼ 10 4 prior to plasmoid onset. At onset, the plasmoid instability in 3D results in multiple oblique modes that form at different rational surfaces 49, 50 , and can be stretched 19 and rotated by the reconnection outflow jets. It is found that the growth rates for the standard (k y ≈ 0) modes of the instability agree well with the semicollisional predictions 51 of boundary layer theory for the tearing instability, but the angular cut-off for the unstable oblique modes is significantly smaller than predicted. Although the initial conditions are force-free, temperature gradients develop self-consistently due to Joule heating in the initial phase and the possibility of diamagnetic stabilization due to these gradients is considered. The temperature gradient stabilization predicted for the semicollisional drift-tearing mode 52 is too small to explain this effect alone, but there may be additional stabilization due to the break-down of scale separation between the inner tearing layer thickness and the outer current sheet 53 . In the non-linear regime, the oblique tearing modes grow to form flux-ropes that undergo a variety of kink and coalescence processes, while they continue to be rotated by the reconnection outflows. These interactions lead to a turbulent-like state with large regions of stochastic magnetic field.
Despite these complications, this simulation suggests that the transition from collisional to kinetic reconnection can occur in a manner analogous to the 2D picture. Thin current layers form between the flux-ropes, where super-Dreicer electric fields are supported by collisionless terms in Ohm's law. These thin current layers can become unstable to the generation of additional flux-ropes.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the initial and boundary conditions, and the numerical parameters for the simulation are described. In Section III, an overview of the different stages of the simulation is given. These stages are then considered in more detail in the following sections. Section IV describes the thin-ning of the collisional Sweet-Parker current layer prior to onset. Section V presents an account of the oblique plasmoid instability and compares with current theories, with focus on the role of outflow jets in the stretching and rotation of the oblique modes, the collisionality of the inner tearing layer, the angular spectrum of the oblique modes, the non-linear flux-rope processes, and the generation of stochastic magnetic field. Section VI describes evidence for the transition to kinetic reconnection in thin current layers that form due to the plasmoid instability. Finally, a summary of results is given in Section VII.
II. SIMULATION SET-UP
The primary simulation in this paper was performed with the VPIC particle in cell code 54 . Unless otherwise specified, velocities are normalized by the light speed c, frequencies by the electron plasma frequency ω pe0 = n 0 e 2 / 0 m e and distances by the electron skindepth d e0 = c/ω pe0 . The simulation described in this paper is initialised with a force-free current sheet in a uniform plasma of physical number density n i0 = n e0 = n 0 , and temperature T i0 = T e0 = T 0 , with electrons (ions) of mass m e (m i ) and charge −e (e). The initial magnetic field profile is given by
where B r0 = 1/(ω pe0 /Ω ce0 ) is the asymptotic reconnecting magnetic field, b g = 0.6 is the ratio of the guide field to the reconnecting field, and δ 0 = 2 d i0 is the initial current sheet half-thickness in units of the ion inertial length d i0 /d e0 = m i /m e . The initial ratio of the electron thermal to magnetic pressure based upon the reconnecting field is β e0 = 2µ 0 n 0 T 0 /B 2 r0 = 0.08, and the ratio of the electron plasma frequency to the gyro-frequency ω pe0 /Ω ce0 = 1 (similar to a solar coronal value). In order to start in a collisional (Sweet-Parker) parameter regime, a large seperation of scales is needed between the current sheet length and the ion kinetic scales (λ > √ 4S according to Fig. 1) . A reduced ion-to-electron mass ratio of m i /m e = 40 is used to make such simulations tractable.
The domain for the 3D simulation is a box of size (L x , L y , L z ) = (164, 109.3, 54.7) d i0 that is periodic in x and y, and has perfect conducting and particle reflecting boundaries in the z direction. The spatial grid is (n x , n y , n z ) = (3072, 2048, 1024) with 140 particles per cell for each species (total 1.8 × 10 12 particles). The timestep is ∆tω pe = 0.12 (light wave CFL= 0.6).
Both ion and electron Coulomb collisions are studied. These are modelled using a Monte Carlo treatment of the Fokker-Planck collision operator 38, 55 . The initial ratio of the electron-ion collision frequency to the cyclotron frequency is chosen to be ν ei0 /Ω ce0 = 0.04 such that the plasma is well magnetised. Since collisions are infrequent (ω pe0 = Ω ce0 ν ei0 ), the collision operator is applied every ∆t coll = 22∆t to reduce computational cost. This value was chosen based on numerical convergence to classical resistive friction 56 within the current sheet at early time -when the plasma is cold and the requirement to resolve the collision frequency is the most restrictive.
The initial conditions described above can be understood in the context of the reconnection phase diagram (Fig. 1) . For a low-β force-free current sheet, the key parameters are the system-size λ = L/ρ s , and the Lundquist number based on the parallel resistivity S = L CS v A µ 0 /η . The latter can be written as S = (L CS /d i0 )/η for normalized resistivityη = 0.51(ν ei0 /Ω ce0 )(T 0 /T e ) 3/2 . We follow the conventions of Ref. [24] to define L = L x and L CS = L x /4. At t = 0, the initial conditions above give λ 0 = 676 and S 0 = 2010. This position is marked in Fig. 1(bottom) as the tail position of the blue arrow, which is within the 'single Xline collisional' regime and the operating regime of the FLARE magnetic reconnection experiment.
An additional requirement for collisional reconnection is for the electric field to be less than the Dreicer field E y /E D < 1. At early time (see below) the electric field is given by the resistive friction, E y = η j , where j is the current at the X-point. It can be shown that
where β e is defined using the electron temperature and the upstream field. At t = 0, β e = β e0 and δ = δ 0 to give
A 2D perturbation is applied to the magnetic field to start the reconnection with δB = ∇ × (δA yŷ ), where
III. SIMULATION RESULTS Figure 2 shows several snapshots of the electron temperature T e over the course of the simulation. Since electron heat transport is primarily along the magnetic field, T e serves as a useful proxy to visualise the magnetic topology. In the first snapshot, the T e profile is due to Joule heating within a quasi-2D current sheet structure that is set-up from the initial magnetic field perturbation. As will be discussed below, the electron heating leads to current layer thinning until the layer becomes unstable to the primary plasmoid instability.
The second panel shows this instability in the early non-linear phase. The formation of oblique flux-ropes breaks the initial symmetry, and they exhibit a range of kinking and coalescence processes. In the third panel, the magnetic flux-ropes produced by this instability are advected downstream, and further thin current layers form. These can also become unstable to secondary tearingtype instabilities to produce further flux-ropes as demonstrated in the fourth panel. simulation are discussed in further detail in the following sections. 
IV. SINGLE X-LINE COLLISIONAL RECONNECTION A. Collisional current layer
In order to verify that the current layer is in the collisional regime in the initial phase of the simulation, and to quantify the applicability of classical transport theory 56 , the parallel component of the electron momentum balance across the current sheet is considered. The parallel electron momentum equation (Ohm's law) is given by n e eE + n e m e Du e Dt
where E = E ·b,b = B/B, E is the electric field, u e is the electron bulk velocity, D t is the total derivative, ↔ P e is the electron pressure tensor, and R e is the collisional momentum exchange, which is identically zero in a collisionless plasma. In the strongly magnetized and collisional regime, R e can be computed from classical transport theory 56 as
where the first term is due to the resistive friction, and the second term is due to the parallel thermal force. To test the closure, all of the terms in Eqs. (4, 5) were first averaged over a collision timescale ν −1
ei . Then, to further reduce statistical noise, the same terms were spatially averaged by integration along magnetic field-lines from an initial line of seed-points x = x 0 as
where the final position x = x f is a distance L s along the field-line from x 0 . Ref. [57] has shown that this method of spatial averaging gives less smearing out of the diffusion regions compared to averaging along the y-axis when structures do not align with the y-direction, which is the case after onset of the oblique plasmoid instability. Figure 3 shows the parallel force balance at tΩ ci = 60, when the reconnecting current layer has formed, but prior to plasmoid instability growth. Here,
The term due to collisional momentum exchange, < R e > (grey), is calculated as the residual of the left hand side of Eq. (4). It balances the term due to the parallel electric field, < n e eE > (orange), and sets the thickness of the electron diffusion region at this time. The collisional transport closure (red) and the residual (grey) agree to within 3% at the peak values, suggesting that classical transport is well founded in this early phase. Within the closure term, the friction term < n e eη j > is dominant over the thermal force < −0.71n e ∇ T e >. However, although the electron inertia (blue) and electron pressure tensor (green) are small, they are non-negligable in the center of the current sheet where they balance 20% of the parallel electric field term at the X-point. A possible reason for this is partial runaway of electrons in the tail of the distribution function, which can occur even for sub-Dreicer electric fields 58, 59 .
B. Resistive thinning of current layer
To characterize the initial current sheet thinning phase, prior to the plasmoid instability onset, Figure 4 shows time traces of T e /T e0 , S , λ = L/ρ s , δ/ρ s , and E y /E D from the simulation (blue). Since the current sheet in the 3D simulation has symmetry along the ydirection (first panel in Fig. 2 ), this 3D data is first reduced to 2D by averaging in y. The values of T e , T i , |B|, n and E y = −∂ t A y are then measured at the dominant X-point of the mean-field magnetic flux profile, and δ is the half-thickness of the current layer at the thinnest point along its length (usually at the dominant X-point).
The value of δ is estimated by fitting Eq. (1), such that δ(t = 0) = δ 0 .
For simplified fluid models with constant plasma resistivity, the current layer will thin due to the initial perturbation towards a constant Sweet-Parker thickness
Depending on the Lundquist number and the background noise level, the sheet may be either be stable, or break up before or after it is formed. In the present simulations, the plasma transport is determined self-consistently from the kinetic description of collisions and includes temperature dependent and anisotropic resistive and thermal friction, viscosity, heat conduction, and species thermal equilibration. Thus, S = const., and δ SP = S −1/2 L CS can evolve in time. The precise evolution of the thickness δ(t) can, 
FIG. 4. Time traces of the electron temperature increase
Te/Te0, the Lundquist number S , the ratio of the systemsize to the sound radius λ = L/ρs, the ratio of the layer thickness to the sound radius δ/ρs, and the ratio of the electric field to the Dreicer runaway field Ey/ED in the early phase. Shown for the 3D first-principles kinetic simulation (blue) and a 2D single-fluid resistive MHD 60 simulation (red) assuming Ti = Te with a temperature dependant Spitzer resistivity. The black dashed lines show the simple scaling model discussed in the text. The blue vertical lines show the start of plasmoid instability growth ("Linear" phase), and the time the magnetic islands are comparable to the current layer thickness ("Non-linear" phase).
in principle, depend on all of the transport effects mentioned.
To illustrate the most important physics, the same parameters are computed from a 2D resistive MHD simulation (red) with corresponding initial conditions, a temperature dependent Spitzer resistivity 61 , and which neglects heat conduction and assumes exact temperature equilibration T i = T e . Here, for the single-fluid model, ρ s and E D are not physically meaningful, but are computed to normalize quantities in the same manner as the kinetic simulation. The simplified MHD model reproduces reasonably well the overall profiles T e /T e0 , S , λ and δ/ρ s . The kinetic model has a slightly larger T e (and there-fore S ) than the MHD model, which is attributed to the preferential Joule heating of electrons while the equilibration timescale τ eq Ω ci = (T e /T e0 ) 3/2 /(ν ei0 /Ω ce0 ) = 25(T e /T e0 ) 3/2 does not remain small compared to the timescale of current layer thinning. Despite this, the temperature ratio remains within a factor of τ ≡ T e /T i = 1.5 at tΩ ci = 60, and τ = 2 at tΩ ci = 90. Other noticeable differences include a slightly larger 62 total temperature and thus ρ s in the MHD model, and a significantly weaker E y /E D at late times. To verify that the thinning observed requires the temperature dependent resistivity, we performed a similar resistive-MHD simulation with uniform resistivity and found that δ is approximately 3 times thicker (not shown) at tΩ ci = 90. This result demonstrates that the temperature dependent (Spitzer) resistivity can play an important role in the evolution towards plasmoid unstable regimes.
With the results described above, it is convenient to parameterize the thinning via a simplified analytic scaling model that can be used to plot the trajectory of the thinning phase onto the reconnection phase diagram. Firstly, based on the simulation data, it is assumed that n, |B| and L CS are constant, and that T i ≈ T e . With these assumptions, the phase-diagram co-ordinates vary only with T e /T e0 as S ∝ η −1 ∝ (T e /T e0 ) 3/2 and
Then the temperature evolution can be estimated by neglecting heat conduction and viscous heating (which occurs primarily downstream of the X-point), such that the temperatures increase solely due to Ohmic heating within the layer
Finally, it is assumed that the current at the X-point follows a Sweet-Parker scaling j ∝ δ −1
an electron temperature that increases linearly in time T e ∝ t. The fractional heating rate can be estimated based upon the initial current density 38 , as T e /T e0 ≈ 1 + Q e tΩ ci where
1/4 . To compare the simple model against the simulation data, a linear profile (black dashed line) is fit to T e /T e0 for the kinetic simulation, which gives a measured value of Q e = 0.034. The dashed lines in the other panels show predicted time profiles for each quantity using this measured value of Q e , which give reasonable overall agreement with the data considering the number of assumptions made. Departures from these scalings are most noticeable in δ/ρ s at early time, as it takes some time for Sweet-Parker reconnection to develop from the initial perturbation, and in E y /E D at late time where E y deviates from η j due to finite contributions from the pressure tensor and inertial terms in the momentum balance as discused above. These terms, which become significant during the early non-linear phase of the plasmoid instability (see Section VI), are not present in the MHD model.
The peak values of T e /T e0 and S are approximately 2.5 and 6 times larger respectively than simulations with similar parameters 63 reported in Refs. [38] and [24] for the Harris sheet with β ≈ 1. This follows from Eq. (8), where the fractional heating rate increases as Q e ∝ β −1 e0 with other quantities equal. Figure 5 shows B z , the reconnected component of the magnetic field, in a top down view of the z = 0 plane at tΩ ci0 = 88. At this time, which is indicated by the second vertical blue line in Fig. 4 , tearing-type fluctuations in the current density become noticeable over the background current sheet structure. These fluctuations are visible in Fig. 5 close to the center of the current layer, where they form at a range of oblique angles to the y-axis. To more clearly show the angular distribution of the fluctuations, Fig. 5 inset shows P (k x , k y , tΩ ci = 88) = log 10
V. OBLIQUE PLASMOID INSTABILITY
the power spectrum of the magnetic energy density in k x − k y space and integrated over the height of the simulation box L z . Here, the peak values at k y = 0 and k x d e < 0.1 are partly associated with the background reconnecting current sheet structure, but there is significant power across a range of oblique modes with θ = arctan (k y /k x ) 30
• . A full analysis of the plasmoid instability requires accounting for the detailed plasma physics of the inner tearing layer 51, [64] [65] [66] , the evolution of the background current profiles during the current sheet thinning process 18, 29, 30 (δ = δ(t)), and the role of outflow jets in the advection and stretching of weakly growing modes 19 . The full analysis is not given here, but the relative importance of each of these is examined in this section from the simulation data in comparison with current theories. In particular, we quantify the importance of plasma collisions in the inner tearing layer and investigate the physics responsible for the maximum cutoff angle θ cutoff ≈ 30
• observed.
A. Mode stretching and rotation by outflow jets
The multimedia view of Fig. 5 shows the time evolution of the power spectrum P (k x , k y , t), with frames every 2Ω
ci from tΩ ci = 0 to tΩ ci = 140. As well as the growth of the oblique modes, there is notable advection of these modes towards k x = 0 due to mode stretching by the reconnection outflow jets. Fig. 6 (top panel) shows a slice of the power spectrum in the k x −t plane for tΩ ci ∈ [50, 140] at constant k y L y = 2π (k y d e = 0.0091), where the background 2D current sheet profile with k y = 0 is not visible. The oblique modes are initially visible at tΩ ci = 70 where they are slowly advected towards k x = 0. Ref. [19] has studied this effect in detail with 2D resistive MHD simulations (without oblique modes), and generalized a model of the plasmoid instability in time evolving current sheets by Ref. [18] to account for this physics. In the model, the modes are assumed to be advected in the k x -direction as d t k x = −k x v x such that they follow characteristic trajectories
Here, k x0 is the initial component of the wavenumber in the x-direction, and v x is the gradient of the outflow jet velocity v x ≈ v x,max /L CS for maximum outflow velocity v x,max and current sheet length L CS . Two of these trajectories are plotted as the magenta and black curves in Fig. 6 (top panel) , where v x,max ≈ 0.5v A and L CS ≈ L x /4 = 41d i are assumed constant in time. The curves follow the visible mode stretching reasonably well.
Since there are no outflow jets in the y-direction, the modes remain with approximately constant k y ≈ k y0 (multimedia view of Fig. 5 ). An interesting consequence of this in 3D is that oblique modes rotate towards larger oblique angles due to the shear of the outflow jets. Using Eq. (9) for k x in the definition of the oblique angle θ = arctan (k y /k x ) gives the rotation as where θ 0 = arctan (k y0 /k x0 ). Fig. 6 (bottom panel) shows a slice of the mode spectrum in the θ − t plane for constant kd e = 0.133. There is a slow but observable advection towards larger |θ|, where the white dash-dotted lines show two sample trajectories in θ − t from Eq. (10).
B. Collisionality of inner tearing layer
The role of collisionality in the inner tearing layer depends on the relative magnitudes of the mode frequency |ω r + iγ| and the collision frequency ν ei . The real frequency ω r can be non-zero in the presence of temperature or density gradients across the rational surface, and we will discuss this further below. Following Ref. [19] , the power in each fourier mode can be modeled as
where d t = ∂ t − k x v x ∂ kx is the derivative along the characteristics, and the growth rate γ(t) = γ(δ(t), k x (t)) depends upon the instantaneous current sheet thickness δ(t) 18 . Modes only grow when the growth-rate is large enough to overcome the mode stretching 19 , γ(t) > v x /2. Rearranging this for the growth rate gives
Fig. 6 (middle panel) shows γ eff (t)/Ω ci calculated along the two curves in k x −t from the top panel using the data P (k x , k y L y = 2π, t). Here, we have filtered the signal to remove high frequency waves while well preserving the time (zero phase delay) and peak magnitude of γ eff . At tΩ ci = 70 both curves have γ eff /Ω ci ≈ 0.05, which is already significantly larger than v x /2Ω ci ≈ 0.006. At and after this time, the mode stretching is not a substantial effect and is neglected in the rest of the discussion on the linear growth with the assumption that γ(t) ≈ γ eff (t).
To estimate the importance of collisions, γ/Ω ci can be compared with the electron-ion collision fre-
26 is approximately 5 times larger than γ/Ω ci in Fig. 6 at this time. At a later time tΩ ci = 82, T e /T e0 = 3.8 and ν ei /Ω ci ≈ 0.21 is comparable to the instantaneous γ/Ω ci of the two curves. We now proceed to compare the measured growth rates with those predicted from linear boundary layer theory in more detail.
C. Comparison with semi-collisional theory
Depending on the plasma collisionality, different asymptotic regimes of the tearing instability have been derived in the literature. In the collisionless (CLS) regime, electrons within a channel of thickness ∆ CLS from the rational surface z s (|z − z s | < ∆ CLS ) are freely accelerated along the field-lines by the induced electric field of the mode. For |z −z s | ≥ ∆ CLS the Doppler frequency becomes larger than the mode frequency, ω d ≡ k v T e ≥ |ω|, and the electrons experience an alternating electric field that significantly reduces the current response. The thickness of the channel ∆ CLS is found at |z −z s | = ∆ CLS where
Ref.
[51] derive a growth rate for this regime, under the assumption of cold ions, as
Here ∆ is the parameter used to match asymptotic solutions from the outer ideal region |z − z s | ∼ δ ∆ CLS to the inner region |z − z s | ∼ ∆ CLS . ∆ is assumed small in the derivation of Eq. (14) .
In this Section, it is assumed that the outer region is described by a 1D force-free profile. This is not strictly true for t > 0, as reconnected (B z ) field develops within the current sheet during the initial Sweet-Parker phase giving a weakly 2D profile 67 , and the profile deviates from a force-free one due to Joule heating. Despite this, we find that profiles of the form of Eq. (1) fit reasonably well the magnetic field data at x = L x /2 for a fitting parameter δ(t). We thus consider below the role of temperature gradients only on the inner region. Eq. (1) gives 50,68,69
and
As discussed above, ν ei ≥ γ for the early phase of the instability, and thus it is necessary to include the effects of collisions. In the semi-collisional regime (ν ei |ω|, ∆ SC ρ s ), the thickness of the current channel |z−z s | = ∆ SC is found when the mode frequency is balanced by collisional diffusion of electrons along field-lines
T e /ν ei . The inner layer is thus broadened by collisions as
Ref. [51] has also derived closed form expressions for the growth rate in this semi-collisional regime under the assumptions of cold ions, small ∆ , and for weak density and temperature gradients. The growth rate is modified as Figure 7 (top panel) shows the measured growth-rates γ(θ)/Ω ci (γ = γ eff ) for fixed kd e = 0.133 at tΩ ci = 70 (red dots) and tΩ ci = 82 (green dots), where these times are indicated by vertical lines in Fig. 6 (bottom panel) . These are not the fastest growing modes in the simulation, but for kd e = 0.133 the small-∆ theory is appropri-
71 . In addition to the time filtering mentioned above, we have taken the mean of the positive and negative θ values to better compare with theory. The solid lines show the predicted growth rate γ SC from Eq. (19) , where the collision term ν ei is evaluated based on the local electron temperature T e (z) at the rational surface z = z s (θ).
Despite the assumptions that have been made in Eq. (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) , namely that the profile remains a 1D forcefree layer with cold ions, there is fairly good agreement for θ < 20
• between the measured growth rates and Eq. (19) . It should also be noted that γ/ν ei ∼ 1 at tΩ ci = 82 which is not strictly in the regime of validity for the semi-collsional mode (ν ei γ). Refs. [16 and 72] have argued that the onset of the plasmoid instability can occur earlier in the semi-collisional regime (∆ SC ρ s ) than the resistive-MHD regime (∆ ρ s ), due to faster tearing mode growth rates. The precise threshold for onset in the semi-collisional regime is not considered here, but we note that onset occurs at a later time (tΩ ci ≈ 140) in the 2D resistive-MHD simulation of Fig. 4 than the kinetic simulation, despite the addition of a continuous random noise forcing term to the MHD velocity fields with amplitude larger than the PIC simulation noise level.
D. Stabilization of oblique modes
Although there is good agreement for the modes with θ < 20
• , there is clear disagreement between Eq. (19) and the measured growth rates for θ 20
• . For b g = 0.6, Eq. (19) predicts stabilization for θ = 59
• when L s → ∞ and z s → ±∞. The angle θ = 59
• is simply half the shear angle the magnetic field makes as it rotates across the current sheet, and is thus set by the background magnetic profile of the outer region. In contrast, the measured growth-rates are stabilized for θ 35
• , at which the rational surface z s = ±0.81δ is still within the current layer. This suggests there is some additional stabilization mechanism associated with the inner region. A possible explanation for the discrepancy, which will be presently considered, is the diamagnetic stabilization of oblique modes due to temperature and/or density gradients 53, 66, 73 . Such diamagnetic flows do not exist in the force-free initial conditions, but become finite over time.
Here we consider only electron temperature gradients, which arise mainly due to the Joule heating, as we find density gradients and ion temperature gradients to be significantly smaller.
The diamagnetic frequency due to gradients in T e is given by ω T = kT e /(eBL T ), where L T = 1/|∂ z ln (T e )|. For the standard tearing modes (θ = 0), ∂ z T e ≈ 0 due to the symmetry of the current layer, but ω T = 0 for oblique modes. The marginal stability threshold for standard tearing modes (∆ ≥ 0) is then increased to ∆ ≥ ∆ crit for both collisionless 65, 66, 74 and semi-collisional 52,66,73 drifttearing modes. For the semi-collisional case, Ref. [73] found ∆ crit ∼β T /ρ se for the cold ion limit where
T . Ref. [66] then generalized this to include the effects of finite ion orbits in the regime with ∆ T /ρ i 1, where ρ i is the ion Larmor radius, and
is the semi-collisional inner layer thickness (18) with
The full definition of ∆ crit that is used here to test for diamagnetic stabilization is given in Appendix A, which is derived following Ref. [52] for electron temperature gradients only 75 . Figure 7 (middle panel) shows the ratio of ∆ , from Eq. (15), to ∆ crit , from Eq. (A3), on a logarithmic scale. This ratio is not plotted for θ < 20
• , for which γ > ω T and the strong drift assumption breaks down. The ratio of ∆ /∆ crit decreases with increasing θ. However, the precise threshold for stabilization (∆ = ∆ crit ) only occurs for θ = 55
• at tΩ ci = 70 and θ = 57
• , where stabilization is observed, this predicted threshold from boundary layer theory is 13× smaller for tΩ ci = 70 and 30× smaller for tΩ ci = 82.
A similar disagreement between the predictions of boundary layer theory and the measured growth rates of oblique modes has been found previously for the Harris current sheet 49 . In such an equilibrium, diamagnetic drifts occur only due to density gradients as the temperatures are uniform. Ref. [53] studied this discrepancy in detail in the collisionless case, concluding that the stabilization is indeed due to electron diamagnetic drift. However, the stabilization was found to be enhanced with respect to the boundary layer theory predictions when the inner tearing layer thickness, ∆ CLS , and the outer ideal region thickness, δ, have insufficient scale separation such that the assumptions of boundary layer theory break down. Fig. 7 (bottom panel) shows the ratio of the inner (∆) to outer region thickness (δ) for the two times on a logarithmic scale. For modes with θ < 20
• , we use ∆ SC from Eq. (18) for the inner layer thickness, with ω = iγ from the measured growth rates. For the oblique modes with θ 20
• , we take it to be ∆ T (ω = ω T ) from Eq. (20) . The scale separation between the inner and outer regions is reduced for large oblique angles in a similar manner as seen for the Harris sheet in Fig. 8 of Ref. [53] . At θ = 35
• , where stability is observed, ∆/δ ≈ 0.1. Although this may seem sufficiently small, similar values in Fig. 8 of Ref. [53] were large enough to significantly reduce the cut-off angle for oblique modes in the Harris sheet.
The precise reason for the smaller cut-off angle observed here remains an open question. It is conceivable that the combination of electron temperature gradients and breakdown of boundary layer theory could account for this, but further study is required to confirm or reject this explanation. It is significant that two studies 68, 69 of collisionless oblique tearing modes in a 1D force-free equilibrium (without temperature gradients) do not find any additional stabilization of oblique modes, as the cutoff angle agrees with the predictions of Eq. (14) . Interestingly, Refs. [68, 69] report the growth-rates of oblique modes to be larger than those predicted by boundary layer theory (and even the θ = 0 modes) for a range of strong guide fields.
E. Non-linear phase
For the linear regime of the plasmoid instability, it is shown in Fig. 7 (top panel) that the fastest growing modes have small oblique angles (θ < 20
• ), and that that highly oblique modes with θ > 35
• are stabilized. This reduction in the angular distribution of fluctuations may lead one to consider that 2D simulations, which include only the θ = 0 modes, may capture the main aspects of this 3D simulation. However, as described in this section, the angular range of fluctuations increases in the non-linear regime. Figure 6 (bottom panel) shows the angular distribution of fluctuations (at kd e = 0.133) also for the non-linear regime of the plasmoid instability, for 88 tΩ ci ≤ 140, which is approximately between the first and second snapshots shown in Fig. 2 . Over this interval, the trajectories of the white dashed curves in θ − t from Eq. (10) continue to follow the peak values of the fluctuation spectrum, indicating that the mode rotation continues into the non-linear regime while the flux-ropes are not large enough to disrupt the mean properties of the outflow jets. However, beginning at tΩ ci ≈ 110, significant power in P (k x , k y , t) appears at larger oblique angles than can be expected from mode rotation alone.
The flux-ropes shown in the second panel of Fig. 2 show signatures of secondary instabilities. Firstly, on the left side of the domain, at x ≈ L x /3, there is evidence of partial coalescence between neighbouring flux-ropes: two flux-ropes visible at the y = 0 boundary merge into a single flux-rope at y ≈ L y /2. Secondly, the flux-ropes show signatures of the kink instability. This is most evident for the flux-rope that forms very close to the flow stagnation point at x = L x /2 and is not monotonically advected downstream by the outflow jets (Fig. 2 Multimedia view). The safety factor q(r) = 2πrB y /(L y B θ ) was checked for this flux-rope at tΩ ci = 110 (not shown), soon after it formed, where r is the radial distance from the flux-rope center and B θ (r) the poloidal field. For an isolated flux-rope with periodic boundaries, the condition for instability 76 requires q(a) < 1 where r = a is the edge of the flux-rope. It is found that q(a) = 0.6 at the flux-rope edge (which is taken to be the position of the maximum value of B θ ). Moreover, the kinking of the flux-rope that is visible at tΩ ci = 132 interacts with the reconnection outflow jets and leads to further rotation of the flux-rope as can be seen at times tΩ ci = 240, 320. This flux-rope grows via reconnection at current sheets on either side to become a "monster" flux-rope 16 with diameter as large as ∼ L z /3 (18d i0 ) by the end of the simulation at tΩ ci = 400.
It should be noted that although secondary flux-ropes are observed at late times (e.g. tΩ ci = 320), there are relatively few compared with those forming along thin separatrix current layers in the 3D collisionless simulations of Ref. [49] . The separatrix current layers in the present simulation appear less intense than those in Ref. [49] , presumably due to collisional broadening.
F. Stochastic magnetic field and heat transport
In 3D, the formation of oblique plasmoids at multiple resonant surfaces can lead to the breakdown of magnetic surfaces. Since plasma transport is primarily along the magnetic field, the mixing of magnetic field-lines can lead to enhanced plasma mixing. In light of the above discussion on the stabilization of strongly oblique modes in the linear regime, and on the secondary instabilities in the non-linear regime, it is useful to briefly characterize the extent of any stochastic magnetic field regions and their role in plasma transport. Figure 8 (top three panels) shows Poincaré surfaces of section with magnetic field-lines for different times during the simulation. Here, the field-lines are integrated a distance of 1000L x through the simulation domain, crossing through the periodic boundaries in the x and y-directions, and the surface of section is the plane at y = L y /2. To reliably integrate the field-lines over such a distance, we use a volume preserving method 77 that ensures ∇ · B = 0 to numerical round-off and has been shown to well reproduce boundaries between domains of ordered and stochastic magnetic field 78 . Figure 8 (top) shows a Poincaré section at tΩ ci = 88, which is at the start of the non-linear phase of the oblique plasmoid instability. As well as the upstream unreconnected flux, there are clearly visible magnetic fluxsurfaces in the downstream region showing a magnetic island. This island is seeded in the single mode perturbation of Eq. (3) and remains stable as it grows due to the quasi-2D nature of the Sweet-Parker reconnection. In between the upstream and downstream flux-surfaces is a thin region of stochastic magnetic field caused by the overlap of oblique magnetic flux-ropes. At the later times of tΩ ci = 132 (second panel) and tΩ ci = 396 (third panel) the size of the stochastic region increases until it fills a significant part of the simulation volume at saturation. Within this middle volume there is no indication of any structure, suggesting that the "flux-ropes" that are visible in Fig. 2 do not confine magnetic field-lines over such large distances.
To compare the regions of magnetic field mixing with plasma mixing, we consider the electron temperature T e . The red contour in Fig. 8 is T e /T e0 = 1.15, just above the background value. Although this contour covers a significant part of the stochastic region, there are clear regions where the magnetic field is stochastic outside of this contour (choosing lower threshold values for the contour do not give better agreement). This result is similar to the test-particle study of Ref. [79] , where the electron mixing region was found to be somewhat smaller than the stochastic magnetic field region.
In the present simulation, where the plasma and fields are self-consistently coupled, the finite electron velocity may limit the spread of electrons along the full volume of the stochastic region. To test this, we plot the magnetic field line exponentiation factor σ, which measures the exponential rate of separation of neighbouring magnetic field-lines 57, 80, 81 . It is defined as
where ρ max is the maximum eigenvalue of the CauchyGreen deformation tensor (∇ x0 x f )(∇ x0 x f ) T of the fieldline mapping x 0 → x f (x 0 ). Here x 0 are taken to be an array of seed points in the y = L y /2 surface and x f are the final positions after integrating a distance L s = L y /2 along the magnetic field-lines. The exponentiation factor is similar to the squashing degree Q, used to define quasi-separatrix layers 82, 83 , and the finite time Lyapunov exponent often used to characterize fluid flows. Fig. 8 shows that the region of significant σ agrees more closely with the electron temperature contour than the stochastic region shown in the Poincaré plot. The maximum σ = 6.7 at this time. We also find that the agreement between the T e contour and the region of significant σ is fairly close for most of the simulation (not shown), apart from at early time where there is rapid change in T e due to Joule heating in the current layer. This suggests that the snapshots of T e in Fig. 2 trace out the magnetic topology to a reasonable degree, but due to the finite electron velocity they do not explore the whole stochastic region instantly.
VI. TRANSITION TO KINETIC RECONNECTION
The transition from collisional to kinetic reconnection has been previously studied using 2D first-principles simulations in Refs. [24, 38, and 45] . When the current layer thickness falls below the ion kinetic scale (either by thinning of laminar layers, or by new layers forming between magnetic islands due to the plasmoid instability), the reconnection electric field is observed to become larger than the critical Dreicer threshold E D . This triggers rapid thinning of the current layer until it reaches electron kinetic scales (≈ 2d e ) 24 . As this occurs, resistive friction is no longer sufficient to balance the electric field and it is instead supported by gradients in the offdiagonal elements in the electron pressure tensor at the X-point location 45 . The previous studies report these results for measurements taken at a single point in space -the primary X-point of the 2D reconnection layer. In this section, the physics of this transition is examined for the current simulation, with focus on the 3D spatial locations where signatures of kinetic reconnection occur. Figure 9 (top) shows an isovolume of E /E D ≥ 1 (purple), the ratio of the parallel electric field to the critical Dreicer field at tΩ ci = 132. The magnetic surfaces are indicated by a contour of T e (orange), which shows the fluxropes have grown large enough to break-up the primary current layer. Intense current-layers that form between the flux-ropes are found to reach thicknesses on the electron kinetic scale δ ≈ 1.5d e (not shown), in agreement with the findings of the previous 2D studies. The spatial locations of the super-Dreicer parallel electric fields are in good agreement with the locations of these thin current layers, and reach values as large as E /E D = 5.
The bottom panel of Fig. 9 shows an isovolume of the electron pressure agyrotropy with Aφ e ≥ 0.08 (green). This agyrotropy is a scalar measure of the departure of the pressure tensor from cylindrical symmetry about the magnetic field 84 , and significant values of Aφ e have been observed in both simulations and spacecraft data 85 at sites of collisionless magnetic reconnection. The isovolume of Aφ e ≥ 0.08 also appears to be spatially co-located with the isovolume of E /E D ≥ 1, and the intense current layers that form between the flux-ropes. More quantitatively, there is a moderate positive correlation between E /E D and Aφ e (Pearson coefficient 0.6) in regions where the electric field is super-Dreicer, E /E D ≥ 1. The primary mechanism for the generation of the agyrotropic electron distributions is presently unclear, although several possibilities have been suggested based upon tracking particles in simulations of collisionless reconnection with strong electric field gradients 86 . Since electron collisions act to isotropize the pressure tensor, significant Aφ e is taken here to be a signature of the transition to kinetic reconnection. Figure 10 shows the electron momentum balance at tΩ ci0 = 88, from a line of seed points at x 0 = (428, 0, z) for z ∈ [z s − 12, z s + 12], z s = L z /2, and integrated a distance of L s = 10 (d e ). This small value of L s was chosen to prevent apparent broadening of the non-ideal electric field region when integrating along stochastic fieldlines that exit the kinetic scale diffusion regions, but still have E = 0 due to finite plasma resistivity. In contrast to Fig. 3 , the region with finite < n e eE > (orange) is significantly thinner, with half-thickness ≈ 1.5 (d e ). The electron pressure tensor term (green) is now the largest balancing the electric field term at the center of the current layer. To examine this further, inset shows the break-down of the electron pressure term into the gyrotropic (cyan) and non-gyrotropic (magenta) components, where P eG = P e bb + P e⊥ I −bb , P eN G = P e − P eG , P e = P e :bb and P e⊥ = Tr[P e ] − P e /2. The non-gyrotropic part is significant in a thin region δ ≈ ρ e < d e in the very center of the current layer, but on either side the gyrotropic part has a larger contribution to < n e eE >. This gyrotropic part has been observed in 3D collisionless reconnection simulations in Refs. [68] , [87] , although it is identically zero at the Xpoint in 2D simulations due to symmetry. As such, the role of this term in decoupling electrons from magnetic field-lines and permitting reconnection remains unclear. Strictly, E = 0 is not a sufficient condition for reconnection in 3D, where the condition ∇ × (E + u e × B) = 0 is more appropriate 88 . Only the part of the gyrotropic term with non-zero curl is able break the electron frozenin condition and determine the electron diffusion region but, unfortunately, the noise level in the components of the non-ideal electric field is too large to reliably compute the derivatives needed to examine this issue. Nevertheless, the ≈ 1.5d e half-thickness of the non-ideal region remains in good agreement with 2D collisionless simulations, as well as the significant role of both the electron inertia and non-gyrotropic pressure tensor terms in balancing the non-ideal electric field. These results are taken as confirmation of the transition to kinetic reconnection, which occurs within these thin current layers on the electron kinetic scale. 
VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The transition from collisional to kinetic magnetic reconnection was studied for the first time in 3D, using a first-principles kinetic approach with a Monte-Carlo treatment of the Fokker-Planck collision operator. Initial reconnection in the low-β force free current sheet proceeded in a quasi-2D Sweet-Parker regime, keeping the symmetry of the initial perturbation, as expected for the "single X-line collisional" region of the reconnection phase diagram 10 shown in Fig. 1 . In the low-β sheet, intense Joule heating leads to more rapid thinning than reported for previous studies 24, 38 with β ≈ 1. While the current layer remains collisional, transport resulting from the kinetic description of collisions can include the classical effects of temperature dependent and anisotropic resistive and thermal friction, viscosity, heat conduction, and species thermal equilibration. However, a simplified resistive-MHD model that includes a Spitzer-type law for the resistivity, neglects heat conduction, and assumes equal ion and electron temperatures was found to reasonably well reproduce the current layer thinning profile for this simulation. Prior to disruption of the current layer, the resistive thinning causes the simulation to transition to the "Multiple X-line" hybrid region of Fig. 1 .
The 2D symmetry of the initial phase was broken by the oblique plasmoid instability, which occurred in the dynamically thinning Sweet-Parker sheet with well established reconnection outflow jets. In the early phase of the plasmoid instability, the tearing modes were found to be in the semi-collisional regime (with growth rates smaller than the collision frequency, ν ei > γ, and an inner layer thickness below the sound-radius, ∆ SC < ρ s ).
The growth rates for modes with small oblique angles (θ 20
• ), which agreed well with linear semi-collisional theory predictions 51 , were found to be large compared to the rates of mode stretching and rotation by the outflow jets.
However, strongly oblique modes were stabilized at a much lower angular cut-off (θ ≈ 35
• ) than predicted for standard tearing modes. The presence of electron temperature gradients from the Joule heating was considered as a mechanism for this observed stabilization, but a theory accounting for this physics 52 was also found to underpredict the amount of stabilization. The precise reason for the stabilization observed in the present simulation remains an open question, and it is possible that the validity of boundary layer theory is violated for the strongly oblique modes 53 . Despite this narrow angular spectrum of oblique modes in the linear regime, magnetic energy is subsequently injected into oblique fluctuations by a combination of fluxrope rotation by the reconnection outflow jets, and secondary kink and coalescence instabilities. A region of stochastic magnetic field is formed by the plasmoid instability, which grows over time as more flux is reconnected, and agrees reasonably well with the observed extent of electron heat transport.
Apart from long wavelength variations in the ydirection, the transition to kinetic reconnection proceeds in a manner similar to 2D simulations 24, 38 . The parallel electric field becomes super-Dreicer (1 E /E D 5) at kinetic-scale current layers that form between the oblique flux-ropes, and a significant part of the parallel force is balanced by electron pressure tensor and inertia terms (although the former has a gyrotropic component 68 not present in 2D). Secondary flux-ropes are observed to form in these thin current layers at late time in the simulation. The overall behavior described for this 3D simulation supports the picture of the plasmoid mediated transition to kinetic reconnection in the "Multiple X-line" hybrid regime, as indicated in Fig. 1 . Solar flare reconnection, which occurs in low-β force free current layers, is also argued to be in the "Multiple X-line hybrid" regime based on present understanding. With a flare Lundquist number of S ∼ 10 13 and systemsize 10 λ = L/δ i ∼ 4 × 10 7 , direct numerical simulation is unfeasible in the near future and we are left to extrapolate from smaller simulation and experimental studies. The S ∼ 10 3−4 and λ ∼ 10 2−3 , as well as the low-β initial conditions used for this paper are relevant to the newly constructed Facility for Laboratory Reconnection Experiments (FLARE 48 ). Recently, a number of laboratory magnetic reconnection experiments have observed the break up of current layers due to the plasmoid instability [89] [90] [91] , but the plasmoid mediated transition from collisional to kinetic reconnection has not yet been studied in detail. The full picture of the plasmoid instability in FLARE should take into account the resistive thinning of the Sweet-Parker layer that forms due to inductive current drive, the influ-ence of the flux-core boundary conditions on the growth of oblique modes, the semi-collisional inner layer physics, and the role of outflow jets in the stretching and rotation of modes. It may also require the consideration of ion-neutral and neutral-neutral collisions 92 . Future work will extend the present study to experimentally realistic cylindrical geometry of the FLARE experiment, including the relevant physics, to better enable comparisons to be drawn.
